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I. Abstract
We estimate the SERs of 65-nm SOTB(Silicon on Thin
BOX) and 28-nm UTBB(Ultra Thin Body and BOX) FD-SOI
processes by decreasing the supply voltage. Alpha, neutron
irradiation experiments and Monte-Carlo based simulations
are compared in this work. The SERs can be analyzed by
the simulation tool with only layout pattern of test chips. The
simulation results are consistent with the alpha and neutron
irradiation measurement results.
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SEU (Single Event Upset) is caused by radiation induced
charge collection at a single sensitive node, such as the drain
region of a single transistor. Radiation-hardened circuits, such
as Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR), or Dual Interlocked
storage CEll (DICE)[1] have been employed to suppress
the effects of charge collection at multiple circuit nodes.
The charge collection mechanism has become more complex
due to device shrinking and increasing circuit densities. Not
only the drift and diffusion, also the bipolar effect become
dominant when a single event occur in the circuit[2].
Silicon On Thin BOX (SOTB)[3] and Ultra Thin Body and
BOX (UTBB)[4] are two kinds of FD-SOI with a thin BOX
layer. It can suppress the charge collected into device. Thus,
they have higher soft error tolerance than bulk structures.
There is no dopant in the channel of FD-SOI. Variations are
suppressed. The supply voltage of SOTB can be decreased
to 0.4 V[5]. Thus, It is necessary to research the soft error
tolerance of FD-SOI structure by supplying low power.
In this work, we analyze the alpha particle and neutron
induced SERs on 65-nm SOTB and 28-nm UTBB latch by
irradiation experiments and simulations. The Monte-Carlo
based simulation tool is called PHITS-TCAD. The simulation
tool is similar to the simulation tools such as MRED[6],
IRT[7] and PHYSERD[8]. PHITS[9] is a kind of physics level
simulator as Geant4. The neutron and alpha particle nuclear
reactions can be run in PHITS only by inputting the layout
date. It is possible to forecast the soft error tolerance before
test chips fabrications and irradiation experiments by the
proposed simulation system. The simulation results show that
the soft error tolerance of 28-nm UTBB is 10x stronger than
65-nm SOTB when the supply voltage is 0.4 V. The soft error
tolerance of FD-SOI structure become weaker by reducing
the supply voltage. There is no soft error in the 28-nm
UTBB structure when the supply voltage is larger than 0.5V
according to the experimental results. The simulation results
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are consistent with alpha and neutron irradiation experimental
results.
This paper is organized as follows. Section III introduce the
PHITS-TCAD simulation tool. We compare the simulations
and alpha irradiation experimental results in section IV.
Section V shows the neutron irradiation results. Section VI
concludes this paper.
III. PHITS-TCAD Simulation Tool
A. How Does PHITS-TCAD Work
Fig. 1 portrays a flow chart of our simulation system by
PHITS and TCAD. PHITS is a Monte-Carlo physics simulator. It is devoted to simulations of secondary ion generation
via nuclear interaction of an incident particle with constituent
atoms in a device, and the sequential charge deposition.
PHITS can calculate the deposit energy random when a
secondary particle crosses the sensitive volume of a device
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Fig. 2. The deposit energy by PHITS. The secondary particle, which deposit
energy is larger than the threshold energy, is counted to one SEU.

as shown in Fig. 1. The deposit energy (ED ) corresponds to
the particle’s lost energy.
In the TCAD simulation part, generated charge (Qgen ) is
collected into drain by a particle hit as shown in Fig. 1. An
SEU (Single Event Upset) occurs in the circuit when Qgen is
large enough. We call it the threshold charge (Qth ), which is
used to calculate the threshold deposit energy. Qdeposit can
be converted to the Edeposit . Edeposit of 1 MeV is equivalent
to Qdeposit of 50 fC[10].
Fig. 2 shows a relationship of the particle numbers and the
deposit energy in the sensitive volume by PHITS simulations.
The secondary particle, which deposit energy is larger than
the threshold energy, is counted to one SEU. The numbers of
those particles are considered to the numbers of SEUs. The
deposit energy is calculated by TCAD simulations as shown
in Fig. 2.

B. Simulation Setup
Fig. 3 shows a latch circuit and its layout structure.
Fig. 4 shows the bird view of the device structure in PHITS
simulations. It shows a latch structure. The red box indicates
a sensitive volume. It is built based on the layout structures
of the latch in test chips. The SOI body under the gate of an
inverter is considered as a sensitive volume. The thicknesses
of the thin BOX and the SOI body of SOTB are 10-nm and
12-nm while those are 25-nm and 7-nm in UTBB respectively.
Alpha or neutron irradiation particles hit the latch model
from above in PHITS. The same structures are constructed in
TCAD simulations as 3D device-models as shown in Fig. 5.
The 28-nm model is scaled by K rule from the 65-nm model.
The particle hit the gate part of inverter in the latch..

Fig. 4. Device structure used in PHITS simulations. This structure shows
the sensitive volume of a latch. The SOI layers under G is regarded as the
sensitive volume according to the TCAD simulation.

IV. Simulation and Experimental Results by Alpha
Irradiation
We analyze the soft error rates of SOTB and UTBB structures according to supply voltages by the proposed simulation
tool and alpha irradiation experiments. A 3MBq 241 AM alpha
source is used in the experiments and the area of the alpha
source is 1 cm2 as shown in Fig. 6. The irradiation time is
one minute.
Eq. (1) is used to calculate cross-section by alpha irradiation.
CSAlpha (cm2 /bit) =

NSEU
FAlpha × Nbit

(1)

where NSEU is the number of SEUs and FAlpha is Flux of
alpha particles. Nbit is the number of bits.
A. Simulation and experimental Results in SOTB Structure
Fig. 7(a) shows the alpha cross-section by the PHITSTCAD simulations of the SOTB structure. VDD is decreased

(a) The cross-section of 3D NMOS device model in the SOTB structure.

(b) The cross-section of 3D NMOS device model in the UTBB structure.
Fig. 5.

The device-level models.
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are shown by 90% error-bar in Fig. 8(b). The SERs increase
by reducing the supply voltage. The SERs of UTBB are no
larger than 15 FIT/Mb when the supply voltage is 0.4 V. The
soft error tolerance of 28-nm UTBB is 10x stronger than the
65-nm SOTB when the supply voltage is 0.4 V according to
the neutron irradiation simulations. The simulation results by
PHITS-TCAD are consistent to the experimental results.
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from 1.2 V to 0.4 V. The alpha irradiation experiments
results are also shown in Fig. 7(a). In PHITS simulations,
the numbers of the alpha particles are 108 . The area of flipflop is 4.08x1.8 µm2 . The number of FFs (one bit) in the test
chip is 5x104 . The cross-sections of SOTB latch increase by
reducing the supply voltage. The cross-section increases 18x
by decreasing the VDD from 1.2 V to 0.4 V according to the
experimental results.

We propose a PHITS-TCAD simulation tool to estimate
the soft error rates according to supply voltages in 65-nm
SOTB and 28-nm UTBB structures. It is easy to estimate
the alpha and neutron induced soft error tolerance by this
simulation tool by using the layout of test chip fabrication.
The simulation time is shot. In the SOTB structure, the
alpha cross-section increases 18x and neutron induced SERs
increases 100x by reducing the supply voltage from 1.2 V
to 0.4 V. In the UTBB structure, the soft error rates become
much lower. There is no error occurrence in 28-nm UTBB
according to the neutron experimental results. The 28-nm
UTBB is 10x stronger than the 65-nm SOTB when the supply
voltage is 0.4 V according to the PHITS-TCAD simulation
results. The simulation results are consistent with the alpha
and neutron irradiation experimental results.

B. Simulation and experimental Results in UTBB Structure
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(a) Photo of the alpha source and (b) Image of the alpha experiments,
chip.
the distance between alpha source
and chip is 0.7 mm.
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(a) The cross-section in SOTB structure according to the alpha
irradiation experiments and simulations.

(a) The SERs of SOTB structure according to the neutron
irradiation experiments and simulations.
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(b) The cross-section in UTBB structure according to the alpha
irradiation experiments and simulations.

(b) The SERs of UTBB structure according to the neutron
irradiation experiments and simulations.

Fig. 7. Results of alpha irradiation experiments and PHITS-TCAD simulations.

Fig. 8.
Results of neutron irradiation experiments and PHITS-TCAD
simulations.

